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Education

Paris School of Economics
PhD Economics 2019 – 2023 (exp.)

• Committee: Thomas Piketty (advisor, PSE), Sheilagh Ogilvie (Oxford), and Ekaterina Zhuravskaya (PSE)

• Fellow: Institut convergences migrations (CNRS), Institute for Quantitative Social Sciences (Harvard), World
Inequality Lab (PSE)

• Research stay: Princeton February 2023, invited by Leah Boustan

MRes Economics (highest honors) 2017 – 2019

• Eiffel excellence scholarship, student representative

Harvard University
Research and teaching fellow, Department of Economics 2021 – 2023

• Sponsors: Emily Breza, Edward Glaeser

• TA: International Political Economy

University of British Columbia
MA Economics 2016 – 2017

University of Groningen
BSc Hons. Economics (cum laude) 2013 – 2016

Kyoto University
Exchange 2015 – 2016

Research Interests

international economics, labor, migration, culture, economic history

Selected Research

Breaking the ice: The persistent effect of export pioneers on trade relationships

Trade theory holds that export pioneers - creators of new trade links - can substantially alter trade flows and
lead exporters to discover their comparative advantage. I offer a first causal test of this theory, drawing on
millions of captain voyages between the Baltic and North Sea between 1500 and 1855. For identification, I rely
on drastic year-to-year variation in sea ice, which exogenously re-routes captains to towns they or their peers had
not visited previously. I find that once (quasi-randomly) exposed to a new port, captains and their townspeople
are very likely to return to this town and that trade flows and even the export mix are lastingly altered. This
finding highlights the importance of pioneers and policies, such as export promotion, that foster them.

When labor scarcity raises coercion: Evidence from plagues in the Baltics

Labor scarcity is a major hypothesized determinant of labor coercion (e.g., Domar, 1970), however, its effects
are theoretically ambiguous and remain empirically untested. This paper provides the first causal estimate of
the effect of labor scarcity on labor coercion. I obtain quasi-exogenous variation in labor scarcity from immense
spatial dispersion in deaths from three plagues in the Baltics (1605-6, 1657, 1710-2), which I show is uncorrelated
to a host of local, pre-plague characteristics. To measure labor coercion intensity, I hand-collect thousands of
serf labor contracts in Estonia and Latvia, which capture serfs’ work obligations.

I find that labor scarcity substantially raises coercion in line with Domar (1970). Investigating mechanisms,
I find that this effect is enhanced by the lack of outside options and increased labor monopsony power, in
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line with theoretical models. Investigating the consequences of (labor-scarcity instrumented) coercion, I find
negative effects on education and increased migration. Taken together, these findings highlight the conditions
under which labor scarcity raises coercion and provides suggestive evidence of why it does not in other cases
(e.g., post-Black Death Western Europe).

The effects of bourgeois virtues on US innovation w/ Lars Harhoff Andersen (U Copenhagen)

Praising hard work, risk-taking, and wealth accumulation, so-called bourgeois virtues, are hypothesized drivers
of innovation and growth (McCloskey,2006, 2010, 2016). We test this claim, devising a new first-name-based
measure of bourgeois virtues and leveraging quasi-exogenous exposure to the bourgeoisie that is provided by
Henry Ford’s and Thomas Edison’s road trips across the US (1914-24). Using variations in the timing of the
road trips and the counties Ford and Edison visited, we find that their visits caused an increase in bourgeois
virtues and patenting.

The long-run political effects of refugees: Evidence from post-WWII Germany w/ Li Yang (DIW)

The political consequences of refugees for receiving countries have received much attention in recent years and
have sparked a burgeoning literature. However, evidence on the long-run consequences of refugees is lacking.
The expulsion of 8 million Germans (so-called expellees) from Eastern Europe to post-WWII West Germany
and their unequal spatial settlement serves as a natural experiment that allows us to estimate the long-run
effects of refugees on far-right voting, violence, and immigration sentiments.

Using administrative data, we show the (instrumented) historic settlement of expellees increases far-right
voting and violence today, particularly in locations where many of them initially settled and where their charac-
teristics were more mismatched with those of the receiving locality. We turn to survey data to investigate whether
this effect is driven by expellees themselves, their offspring, or by non-expelled ‘natives’ who were exposed to
them. Creating new expellee and expellee offspring identifiers in the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), we
find that first-generation expellees view migrants and refugees significantly more favorably than other Germans,
while their offspring hold more hostile views. Natives are only significantly more likely to vote for the far right
and have anti-immigrant/refugee sentiments in locations where expellees experienced higher unemployment in
the past. Taken together, our findings suggest that past displacement can have lasting negative effects on atti-
tudes toward migrants through contact, particularly when the displaced were in more dire conditions and were
more dissimilar to natives. This effect arises both from the attitudes of refugee offspring and natives.

Experience

OECD Paris, France
Intern, Center for Tax Policy 2018

• evaluated OECD’s anti-tax evasion policies

German Development Cooperation (GIZ)

Intern Kigali, Rwanda
2014• won stakeholder support for disability-advocacy events (e.g., Dialogue in the Dark)

Weltwärts volunteer (≈Peace Corps) at HIV/AIDS clinic for 12 months Ha Senekane, Lesotho
2012 – 2013

• obtained funds and established a youth center offering sex education

Teaching

Harvard: International Political Economy (evaluation: 4.89/5.00)

UBC: Microeconomics (evaluation: 4.5/5.00), Understanding Globalization (evaluations: 4.6/5.00)

U. Groningen: Asset Pricing & Capital Budgeting, International Economics, Mathematics I & II, Statistics
(TAs are not evaluated)



Presentations

2023 Grad. Labor (Princeton), Grad. Trade (Princeton), Applied Lunch (PSE), ASREC (Harvard),
International Economics Lunch (Harvard), Economic History Workshop (Harvard), IC Migration* (× 2),
ENS* (* marks scheduled)

2022 International Economics Lunch (Harvard), Applied Lunch (PSE), PE workshop (Harvard), Economic
History Workshop (Harvard)

2021 History workshop (PSE), Pol Econ Tea (×2, Harvard), Economic History Workshop (Harvard)

2020 Applied Lunch (PSE), GSIE (PSE/Université Paris 1)

2019 Baltic Connections (U. Helsinki)

2018 Economics-Econometrics-Finance seminar (U. Groningen), Economic History Association (San Jose)

Awards/scholarships:

- Harvard University teaching fellowship

- Institute on Migration (CI Migration) 4th year funding

- Center for Economic and Social History François Simiand funding (PSE, ×2)

- Mobility grant (PSE)

- EUR-PSGE research grant (PSE, ×2)

- Full doctoral fellowship (French Government)

- Fonds Sarah Andrieux

- Eiffel excellence scholarship (French Government)

- weltwärts scholarship (German Government)

Event support:

XIX World Economic History Congress, European Economic History reading group (Harvard), Applied
Lunch Seminar (PSE), Economic History Seminar (PSE), Summerschool Experiments in Dev. Countries
(×2, Groningen)

Languages:

- German (native), Dutch, English (fluent), French (intermediate), Danish, Norwegian, Russian, Swedish
(reading)

- R, QGIS, Python, Stata, LATEX
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